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We appreciate the opportunity
to access this remote area
for our student field trips.
We look forward to seeing
the conservation and wildlife
habitat preservation effort

’’

realized should the overall
project move forward.
Sue Eisaguirre
Nature Track
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Blochman School students planting oak trees at
Aera’s proposed Conservation Area
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Students Plant
Oak Trees
Conserving Habitat, Reducing
Carbon, and Building New Trails
Existing woodlands in Conservation Area
Aera plans to dedicate over 500 acres
of our East Cat Canyon project site as a
permanent conservation area to preserve
and enhance oak tree and wildlife
habitat. We are excited about its potential
for environmental education, outdoor
recreation, and carbon capture.
In addition to the existing oak woodlands
in the conservation area, we will plant
hundreds of new trees to mitigate
unavoidable oak removals in the project
area, as required by County law. In addition,
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
has approved our plan to dedicate part of
the conservation area as habitat for the
endangered California Tiger Salamander.
North County Hiking Trails
We are also excited about the Conservation
Area’s potential for recreation and
environmental education, particularly since
there currently is a lack of trails and outdoor
public access in north county.
Carbon Farming
“Aera is recognized for finding innovative
ways to produce energy while protecting

the environment,” said Susan Perrell, Aera's
East Can Canyon Environmental Advisor.
“We will be introducing carbon farming—a
process that will capture carbon and reduce
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere by
adding compost to the soil.”
An Outdoor Classroom
The site’s natural features and the habitat
preservation activities will make the
conservation area an attractive natural
classroom.

In partnership with the environmental
education group, NatureTrack, Aera
recently hosted a science class from
the Blochman School in nearby Garey.
The students performed an oak
woodlands habitat development pilot
test at the proposed Conservation
Area, using three different planting
methods. Each seedling was
numbered and tagged for future followup to determine which method was
most successful.
The students learned about the
challenges to oak woodlands from
biologist Alyssa Berry of Padre
Associates, who developed the oak
tree restoration plan for Aera, with
input from other County oak experts.

Aera plans to provide an endowment to a
county-approved land trust to sustainably
manage the conservation area.

Graded:
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Unchanged:
70%
More than 90% of the site will
remain undisturbed

How to Reach Us
Please feel free to visit our website, give us a call, send an email or write. We want to answer
your questions, and give you the information you want about our company and the project.

AeraEastCatCanyon.com
805-361-8800
AeraEastCanyon@AeraEnergy.com
P.O. Box 5639
Santa Maria, CA 93456-5639

Biologist Alyssa Berry explaining the
basics of how to plant oak trees.
“It was a beautiful outdoor classroom
for our students,” said Blochman
School Principal Doug Brown. “And it
was an effective way to teach students
about biology by combining an expert
talk with the experience of actually
planting trees. Not to mention the fact
that they had a lot of fun.”

